
CERTIFIED DOCUMENT TRANSLATIONS

For documents that require certified translations, our U.S.-based human translation 
team has you covered. For any content type, our team can provide a 100% accurate 
translation in more than 200 languages. Our language professionals are well versed 
in the slang, terminology and nuances of regional dialects as well as knowledgeable 
in legal terminology and “specialty language,” including financial, intellectual property, 
medical and pharmaceutical content to ensure the most accurate translation.

U.S. Legal Support operates in all 50 states and is licensed where required. Nevada Firm Registration # 067F.

USLEGALSUPPORT.COM

Fast, accurate and affordable 
document translation services
Whether you need one document translated or thousands, you can count on 
U.S. Legal Support to deliver accurate and well-received translations. We offer 
powerful machine and human translation services for law firms, corporations, 
insurance carriers, government entities, educational institutions and more with 
service options to meet the needs of your business.

 y Legal documents and 
contracts

 y Multimedia formats
 y Birth and death certificates 

 y Employee handbooks and 
other training materials

 y Immigration documents
 y WhatsApp or text  
message conversations

 y Financial statements
 y Prenuptial agreements
 y Real estate documents

Powerful Machine Translation to Expedite Document Translations
For large documents or high-volume business matters, leverage 
the power of machine translation to produce high-quality, accurate 
translations in less time and at a fraction of the cost associated with 
traditional translation methodologies.

Machine translation (MT) is the process in which software translates 
text from one language to another automatically, without human 
intervention. Modeled after the neural networks in the human brain, 
machine translation uses learning techniques to teach itself how to 
translate and continually improves its knowledge base to increase 
performance and create high-quality translations. The final result? 
A translation that is about 90% accurate, in a matter of hours, even 
minutes. 

For large volumes of content, machine translation is helpful for 
categorizing content by subject matter or relevance. After the machine 
translation is complete, your team can determine which documents 
need post-editing by a human translator for a certified, 100% accurate 
translation.

We offer the following language pairs:

 y Spanish to English

 y English to Spanish

 y Chinese to English

 y English to Chinese

 y Arabic to English

 y French to English

 y Korean to English

 y English to Korean

 y Hebrew to English

 y Portuguese to English


